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Purpose Thepurposeof this chapter is to summarise recent research re-
sults on howglobal learning could be developed byHigher Education In-
stitutes (heis) and the barriers that prevented heis from accomplish-
ing it as well as the main myths in relation to global learning. The main
objective of this chapter book is to review recent studies that elaborate
on Global Competencies as amulti-dimensional concept that requires a
blend of knowledge, abilities, attitudes, and values successfully applied
by students to international or cross-cultural difficulties and in differ-
ent contexts. Also, the studies that examine the Programme for Interna-
tional Student Assessment (pisa) framework and how university edu-
cators could encourage the development of global competency among
their students based on current research methods in higher education.

Study design/methodology/approach This chapter summarises the
literature and findings of recent studies in relation to global competency
development (definitions, best practises,myths, and barriers).This book
chapter explores the following questions: (a) What are Global Compe-
tence, Global Citizenship & Global Citizenship Education; (b) How is
global learning seen at different levels; (c) What are the four dimensions
of the pisa framework; (d) How can Global Competence Education be
effectively developed in higher education by sharing promising teaching
practises that are related; (e) What are the shortcomings and challenges
of Global Competence Education?

Findings heis need more to highlight global learning in their strate-
gic plans in a local context, as previous research demonstrated that the
understanding of global learning remains unclear as no direct defini-
tion/descriptionwas agreed onwhich is urgently needed to promote the
internationalisation at home concept in heis.

Originality/value The current chapter addresses the importance of
learners’ empowermentwith 21st century global competencies as crucial

Trunk Širca, N., Ben Malek, D., & Hammoud, M. (Eds.) (2023). Internationalisation
at Home in Higher Education: Case Studies fromMediterranean Region (pp. 97–114).
ToKnowPress. https://doi.org/10.53615/978-83-65020-45-1/97-114
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skills for their success in theworkplace and society, as well as enhancing
their ‘interculturality’ and cultural awareness through the adoption and
implementation of strategic plans and practises by heis and university
faculty members.

Introduction

Students in the twenty first century live in a connected, diverse, and
changing world (oecd, 2016). New economic, digital, cultural, demo-
graphic, and environmental influences are shaping young people’s lives
around the world, and they are engaging in more frequent daily cross-
cultural interactions (Buckingham, 2007). Young people nowadays are
expected to learn how to not just engage in a more connected world
but also to respect and take advantage of cultural diversity. Education
can shape the process of developing a global and intercultural outlook,
which is a lifetime process (unesco, 2015).
Rapid technological advancements and expanding cross-border col-

laboration have made nations and universities of higher education
more interdependent. Institutions have been urged repeatedly to give
students the knowledge and abilities they need to become interethnic,
intercultural, and globally competent citizens (Burstein, 2007). ‘Our
global era requires internationally competent citizens,’ claim Dewey
and Duff (2009).
Given the difficulties that modern society faces, it is crucial for

higher education to prepare students for their role as global citizens
(Gibson et al., 2008; Chong, 2015). According to Toumi et al. (2008),
intercultural dialogue, intercultural relations, international relations,
and cosmopolitan citizenship should all be covered in courses on
global citizenship. Students need to possess the information as well
as the abilities required to succeed in a global society and to enrol in
any higher education institution because education is a fundamental
human right (Stankovska, et al. 2019).
Additionally,when it comes tohigher education, greater focus should

be placed on empowering students with global competencies as well
as paying more attention to how education can help educate these
students for their role as active global citizens. Therefore, the central
emphasis of the current chapter is to highlight the various strategies,
pedagogical methods, and instruments with which educators can fos-
ter their students’ global competencies for the purpose of integrating
them into global citizenship.
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Background and History of Global Competence
and Global Citizenship

The term ‘global competence’ refers to the acquisition of in-depth
knowledge and understanding of international issues, an appreciation
of and capacity to learn from and collaborate with individuals from a
variety of linguistic and cultural backgrounds, proficiency in a foreign
language, and abilities to contribute effectively to a global community.
Four fundamental components make up this definition (Van Roekel,
D., 2010), namely:

1. International Awareness.This is what it means to be knowledge-
able and understanding of global history, socioeconomic sys-
tems, and political systems, among other things. This awareness
involves the knowledge that regional, societal, and even global
events can have an impact. A person who is aware of the larger
global environment also understands that people’s decisions have
an impact on people outside of their own country or region.

2. Appreciation of Cultural Diversity.This includes the capability to
recognise different viewpoints on urgent global issues as well as
the knowledge, understanding, and appreciation of individuals
from many cultures. It is possible to participate in constructive
and courteous cross-cultural interactions when one is aware of,
appreciates, and is willing to tolerate cross-cultural differences.

3. Proficiency in Foreign Languages. This includes understanding,
reading, writing, and speaking in multiple languages, which im-
proves cross-cultural communication abilities. Understanding
different cultures and the speakers of those languages is made
possible by having knowledge of other languages.

4. Competitive Skills. Gaining an in-depth understanding of global
concerns is necessary to be competitive on a global scale. Stu-
dents need advanced thinking abilities that foster creativity and
invention in order to compete. Complete awareness of the global
economic, social, and technological developments improves stu-
dents’ capacity to compete in the global market.

Global competency has been used as a notion in everyday discourse
for many years (Lambert, 1994). However, it is still regarded as a new
concept in the scientific community. Relevant scientific contributions
have just been made and published. Reimers (2009) or Boix Mansilla
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and Jackson (2011) have both put forth influential strategies. Global
competency is a topic of discussion, particularly in relation to ed-
ucation for sustainable and global development in many countries,
like Germany, for example (Appelt and Siege, 2008; Lang-Wojtasik and
Scheunpflug, 2005; Rost, 2005). In contrast, English-language research
has placed more emphasis on a person’s capacity for communication,
which is typically divided into intercultural communication, linguis-
tic and cultural skills, or behaviour that is considered ‘acceptable and
understandable’ within a given society.
Organisations like the Association of International Educators, the

Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (oecd),
and the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organisa-
tion (unesco) have recently stated the critical need for the upcoming
generation to strengthen their global competence, the capacity to ex-
amine societal issues, and the ability to work with those of different
backgrounds to make a change. Educators play a critical role in ensur-
ing that students are ready to succeed in multicultural communities
and deal with contemporary concerns (Fox, 2019).
The Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development de-

veloped the 2018 pisa global competency framework in response to
the increaseddemand for studentswho can solve global concerns (Asia
Society/oecd, 2018). The significance of the pisa global competency
framework is that it aids educational institutions inmeasuring, investi-
gating, and tracking the academic progress of young learners inmaths,
science, and reading, as well as their emotional and social develop-
ment. Specifically, how well they can use their knowledge and abilities
in new circumstances in order to strengthen global competences (Fox,
2019).
The four dimensions thatmake up the pisa framework’s core, when

appropriately used, can give educators trying to promote global com-
petency in their students some direction. According to the Asia Soci-
ety/oecd (2018), global competence is the ability and willingness to
carry out the following tasks:

• Consider topics like poverty, environmental risk, and conflict that
are important on a local, national, and international level.

• Recognise and respect other people’s viewpoints and worldviews.

• Interact openly, appropriately, and successfully with people of
many cultures.
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• Take action to promote sustainable development and societal
well-being.

Although these four abilities seem to be separate from one another,
they work very well together as the foundation for developing global
competence (Boix Mansilla & Jackson, 2011).
The term ‘GlobalCitizenship’ is frequentlyusedand thuscontentious.

It has been developed and interpreted for usage across a wide range
of contexts, including corporate sustainability initiatives, government
policies on development, and a number of global civil society activi-
ties. Unsurprisingly, scholarly discussion has focused on how it should
be conceptualised, why it matters, and whether it is universal, leading
to a variety of interpretations of what global citizenship is. These vari-
ous interpretations can be helpfully framed by typologies, like the one
developed by Oxley and Morris (2013). These typologies help investi-
gate some of the concept’s fundamental characteristics and its various
manifestations. According to many (Le Bourdon 2020; Pashby 2018),
global citizenship is a human process that cultivates a sense of alle-
giance, solidarity, and connection to the people who live on our planet.
Thus, the concept of ‘global citizenship’ includes thoughts of belonging
to many different global communities as well as to all of mankind. Ac-
cording to unesco (2015, p. 14), this ‘feeling of belonging’ is created
through political, economic, social, and cultural connections among
the local, national, and global levels.

Global Citizenship Education (gce)

Global Citizenship Education aims to foster self-reflection, critical
thinking, and, most importantly, feelings of humanity. There are still
gaps about the micro-level experiences and behaviours that support
global identities, despite the fact that the subjectivity of belonging has
been extensively acknowledged.
Higher education institutes are increasingly becomingmore interna-

tionalised. Internationalisation is seen as a crucial factor in promoting
staff and student mobility, establishing remote education, encourag-
ing international education, and enhancing scholarly collaboration.
The development of a system of international standards and themain-
tenance of educational quality are both considered tools for prepar-
ing students adequately for the demands of global labour markets,
economies, and society (Marjorie, 2000; Qiang, 2003). Knowledge ac-
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quisition, curriculum improvement, competitive advantage, andwork-
force development are some of its direct advantages. As a result of this
expanding trend, new difficulties have emerged. The main issues in-
clude a lack of supportive educational policy, ineffective teaching and
learning methods, restrictions on the supply of education via digital
channels, and an imbalance between academic quality and recogni-
tion.
Following is an explanation of how university educators and higher

education institutes could support the development of global compe-
tences among their students based on current research practises in
higher education institutes around the globe.

Promising Teaching Practises

The design of curricula, enrollment of international students, study
abroad programmes, international internships, cultural considera-
tions, and hiring of foreign professors are just a few examples of how
teaching is becomingmore globally oriented. In these genres, perform-
ers takeon the roles of learners, professors, researchers, specialists, and
workers. Cooperating universities collaborate when designing curric-
ula toprovideprogrammeswith standards that adhere tobothnational
and international certification frameworks and are relevant on the
global stage. Course syllabi, learning objectives, credit requirements,
andpedagogical structures are all cooperatively defined. Language and
cultural competencies should also be integrated into the learning pro-
cess; these can be done in a number of ways. Universities can readily
recruit international students if their courses are compatible and in-
clude elements that reflect their cultures and languages (Al-Agtash &
Khadra, 2019).
According to reports, a new trend in educational structures has

evolved that ismostly focused on collaboration agreementswith inter-
national universities. This is the partnership dimension. According to
Rena (2010), the United Arab Emirates, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, and Egypt
are notable examples of nations that have brazenly promoted interna-
tionalisation by enlisting prestigious foreign universities to open local
campuses. This was done in an effort to increase access for the do-
mestic student population and act as higher education ‘hubs’ for their
regions (Al-Agtash & Khadra, 2019).
To build global learning, educators must first do an analysis of their

campuses to determine the dynamic campus factors. For example, why
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does the campus wish to develop global learning? What must be done
to fulfil the objectives of global learning? What resources are accessi-
ble?Where is thepresent ksa of global learning for the students?What
goals do these students have in mind? In light of additional factors in-
cluding the environment, the curriculum (including hidden curricu-
lum), the delivery, and the institution, educators may want to rethink
adjusting educational techniques (Killick, 2015). Each systemmay ‘cre-
ate a functional match between what the environment provides and
what the actor can and wants to do’ based on these evaluations (The-
len & Smith, 1994, p. 44).
Educators should also explore themes for reading, discussion, writ-

ing, and research in class by embracing diverse points of view through
assignment design. In keeping with the faculty-driven curriculum re-
designs described above, instructors should review the textbooks they
use in their classes as well as the kinds of exercises and projects they
assign to their students. According toBourn (2011), ‘Theworld is chang-
ing and previous world views are no longer appropriate,’ so assign-
ments and activities in the classroom should incorporate a variety of
viewpoints and veer away fromwhat he called ‘fixed content and skills
that conform to a predetermined idea of society’ (p. 565). By expand-
ing course themes to includemore different experiences, International
students have the chance to share their existing knowledge and, ideally,
influence other students’ thinking who may not have been exposed to
these concepts before.
Instructors must encourage extracurricular activities that get both

domestic and foreign students talking about issues with a global im-
pact. Outside of the traditional curriculum, there are opportunities for
global participation that let students connect depending on their own
interests and goals. According to Leask (2009), schools must take de-
liberate steps to encourage these relationships, which calls for a ‘cam-
pus atmosphere that stimulates and rewards interaction among inter-
national and domestic students’ (p. 205). Participation in university-
wide symposiums and events, service-learning programmes, research
teams, intercultural student organisations, student government and
leadership, globally themed living and learning communities in dor-
mitories, and tutoring and mentoring programmes (in which interna-
tional students tutor ormentor, rather thanbeing tutored ormentored,
or at least engage reciprocally in the relationship) are a few suggestions
for co-curricular activities (Siczek, 2014).
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In order to equip students to make a difference in the global com-
munity, mobile technology could be utilised to apply active learning
methodologies like situational, inquiry-based, and case-based learn-
ing. According to Jarvis et al. (2016), undergraduate geography stu-
dents can learn about economic, cultural, and social life by using mo-
bile devices to deliver multimedia based on geographic location. Stu-
dents were effectively able to synthesise, apply, and integrate knowl-
edge in actual circumstances due to mobile-assisted case-based learn-
ing (Taradi & Taradi, 2016). Problem-based instructional strategies
may aid student decision-making and action planning on global chal-
lenges.
Researchers that looked at how a mobile-assisted inquiry-based ap-

proach fostered active learning provide an example of this (Leelamma
& Indira, 2017). It was found that students had a better understanding
of important environmental issues and had promised to change things
by using their knowledge to increase awareness in their communities.
By utilising language learning technology, instructors can assist stu-

dents in becoming better equipped for action (Boix Mansilla & Jack-
son, 2011). Mobile devices offer a wide variety of language learning
applications and have a substantial impact on college students’ vo-
cabulary and grammar understanding (Alkhezzi, 2016; Dange, 2018).
One Chinese institution found that WeChat, a well-known social me-
dia platform, was very helpful in teaching students English as a second
language (Shi et al., 2017). By working together to practise English us-
ing the mobile application WhatsApp, university students in Istanbul
greatly increased their communication abilities and vocabulary (Avci
&Adiguzel, 2016).With the help ofmentorship and rolemodelling from
teachers, popular learning tools like Duolingomake learningmore en-
gaging (Garca Botero & Questier, 2016).
On the other hand, when studying abroad, students typically enrol in

a joint or double degree programme at a university overseas or spend
a semester or a whole year there as part of their degree. This is cur-
rently themost common and expanding form of globalisation. Financ-
ing, linguistic hurdles, and credit transfer are just a few of the many
worries and problems that exist. An overseas internship or practicum
improves intercultural and practical experiences while increasingmo-
bility. A practicum is frequently needed in a foreign country as part
of various technical degree programmes, which adds another layer of
intercultural complexity. In some circumstances, the practicum helps
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graduates get jobs abroad, which might affect knowledge transfer but
can have a negative effect on the ‘brain drain’ phenomenon (Al-Agtash
& Khadra, 2019).

Myths About Global Learning

Some commonly acceptedmyths about internationalising the curricu-
lum and promoting global learning exist (Zhou, 2022):

1. Travelling abroad is required for global learning.There is a perva-
sive misconception that participating in global learning requires
studying abroad or, at the very least, leaving the university and the
neighbourhood (Fischer, 2015). Students will experience numer-
ous forms of globalisation in their daily lives on campus and in lo-
cal communities. In fact, global learning is the result of curriculum
modifications influenced by globalisation (Sobania & Braskamp,
2009). Although studying abroad is a successful method of foster-
ing global learning (Hovland, 2006), it is not the solemethod (Liao
et al., 2019). Since the local context is a component of the global
context, it is important to integrate global learning into local com-
munities’ everyday activities (Zhou, 2022).

2. Only specific disciplines should engage in global learning.Many stu-
dents have the misconception that global learning is only appro-
priate for fields with a direct and obvious connection to globalisa-
tion, such as business, anthropology, or cultural and regional stud-
ies (Standish, 2012). All students, regardless of discipline,must ac-
quire global learning as an essential student learning outcome in
order to fulfil the demands of a globalised society.Thus, everyone
can benefit from global learning (Zhou, 2022).

3.The external environment is all that global learning is about.Under-
standing different cultures, gaining perspective-taking abilities,
or engaging in intercultural communication are all examples of
how the term ‘global learning’ has been used to describe learn-
ing about the outside world (Hovland, 2014). Students should also
have a more accurate self-awareness of this process as they gain
more exposure to different cultural practices and ideas (Associ-
ation of American Colleges and Universities, 2009). They acquire
knowledge about their identity and the value theymaybring to the
world. Each student is also a part of global learning, in addition to
the external environment (Zhou, 2022).
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In conclusion, global learning is an important component of higher
education institutions’ responses to globalisation. Students should ac-
quire it as a result of the internationalisation of higher education dur-
ing their time in college and university (Hovland, 2014; Olson et al.,
2006; Ruscio et al., 2015). The key learning objective for all disciplines
is global learning, which calls for students to acquire the knowledge,
skills, and attitudes (ksa) necessary for navigating local and interna-
tional communities on a daily basis while also developing their own
selves (Zhou, 2022).

Shortcomings and Challenges of Global Competence

First, there is a significant overlapbetween thedefinitionof global com-
petence and those of other commonly used concepts, some of which
have definitions that are more ambiguous than others.These concepts
include global citizenship, cosmopolitanism, multiculturalism, inter-
cultural competence, education for democratic citizenship, and inter-
nationalisation. In fact, as Pashby (2009) has noted, global, intercul-
tural, andmulticultural education discourses are frequently conflated,
which causes misunderstandings regarding the precise definitions of
each term in various situations. These frameworks serve as a sort of
‘hub’ for many orientations and understandings rather than as a sin-
gular construct (Mannion et al. 2011; Frey & Whitehead 2009). For in-
stance, discourses on global citizenship and global competence en-
compass a variety of agendas, such as education for sustainability, eco-
nomic competitiveness, equality and human rights, social justice, and
intercultural understanding (Marshall 2011), making it difficult to offer
a clear definition for measurement needs (Engel et al., 2019).
Higher education Campuses and classrooms are diversifying more

andmore, openingnewopportunities for cross-cultural dialogue.How-
ever, many institutional processes have not evolved to reflect the 21st
century’s global reality. As a result, they are losing chances to innovate
curricula and pedagogies, to take advantage of the numerous contri-
butions that students from diverse cultural and linguistic backgrounds
make to their institutions, and to foster the development of global
and intercultural competency in both domestic students and faculty
(Siczek, 2014).
As a result, promoting the professional development of facultymem-

bers in higher education institutes becomes an important action to be
considered by higher education institutes. The fact that teachers lack
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the pedagogical expertise or skills to make complex adjustments that
reflect complete implementation of ‘internationalisation’ is one of the
reasons why global learning has not been more thoroughly included
into the curriculum (Van Gyn et al., 2009, p. 27).
Faculty also lack the knowledge and time necessary to address the

demandsofmultilingual,multinational students enrolled in their class-
rooms.These shortcomings demand a careful approach to professional
development, including buy-in for the overall idea of internationalisa-
tion and the tools and mindsets that enable them to reinvent their
teaching to support global learning. Van Gyn et al. (2009) proposed
a strategy to restructure curricula to increase global awareness using
pedagogical techniques, and Caruana (2010), Dewey and Duff (2009),
and Mak (2010) all wrote about faculty and staff training and efforts in
respective institutions.Throughworkshops, participants are prompted
to critically examine their presumptions, coursematerial, and teaching
methods. They are then challenged to work with facilitators and peers
to rethink their curricula and gauge how much they promote globally
oriented learning.
Also, the lack of students’ readiness at their universities to deal with

and interact with different cultures, ideas, and perspectives in a con-
nected global society is a noteworthy problem. Students’ ability to de-
velop these skills starts with teacherswho can use contemporary tech-
nologies. By using easily available mobile devices in the classroom, in-
structors may foster a culture where students’ global competency is
enhanced. More precisely, by effectively utilising the different digital
means (i.e., the internet, synchronous and asynchronous interactions,
digital publications, and news programmes), educators can assist stu-
dents in exploring global issues and gaining a global perspective (Fox,
2019).
Shiel andMann (2006) believed that in order for students to achieve

global citizenship, they must first adopt a global perspective and see
how their lives are connected to those of individuals all over the world.
Then, students will learn about internationalisation, sustainable de-
velopment, and global challenges through the university curriculum
and extracurricular activities. Shiel and Mann (2006) claimed that, as
a result, students would be able to acquire the values, attitudes, and
abilities of global citizens. Numerous institutions have created cur-
ricula, projects, and programmes to aid students in developing their
global citizenship abilities. International travel, language ability, ser-
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vice learning, and curriculum material were identified as themes by
Aktas et al. (2017) in their analysis of 24 universities in five countries
that offer programmes in global citizenship. They discovered that the
majority of programmes worked to prepare students for college. global
market and that the variety of programmes available lacked a formu-
laic curriculum (Massaro, 2022).
However, the particular difficulties that the Arab region faces in this

regard are significant.These include the incompatibility of curriculum,
the diversity of programme structures and requirements (year basis
versus credit hours), communication and language barriers, and a lack
of policy direction and understanding. Macro-level preparation is re-
quired in order for decision-makers to agree on the main pillars of a
shared space. Making such a space is still challenging because Arab
higher education systems have quite different organisational struc-
tures. International credentials, intercollegiate semester exchangepro-
grams, and regional research collaborations supportedbyfinancial and
policy developmentmechanisms are very likely to serve as the inspira-
tion for a temporary common area (Al-Agtash & Khadra, 2019).
It is significant to highlight that the quick spread of the covid-19

virus has demonstrated how interconnected the world is. Universi-
ties have switched from on-campus to online instruction as a result of
the pandemic, sent students home whenever possible, and cancelled
study abroad options. These recent changes have affected higher ed-
ucation administrators, teachers, and students in various ways. Al-
though higher education institutions may still strive to create global
citizens, the pandemicmay have a significant impact on their ability to
do so (Massaro, 2022).

Findings

In this more globalised world, higher education is undergoing fast
change, andwhether or not individuals or institutions are conscious of
these changes, higher education is responding to globalisation by in-
ternationalising. Global learning is the inevitable and crucial learning
outcome for every college student as a result of internationalisation.
To survive and prosper in our globally interconnected world, students
must develop global learning. Global learning is more broadly defined
as learning what and how to learn in a global context. Every educator
and student must increase knowledge of how globalisation is affecting
higher education, have a solid grasp of and a common vocabulary for
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global learning, and build dynamic and varied ways that are tailored to
their particular systems.
Bypromoting global learning, educators can improve their students’,

faculty’s, and organisations’ ability to respond effectively to the glob-
alised world, empowering each student with practical experience and
important skills, and fostering global self-awareness and responsibili-
ties to build a diverse and inclusive community both locally and glob-
ally.
The incorporation of collaborative technologies, digital software,

and reflection tools into course activities, as well as research-based
practices in the classroom, might help students grasp different points
of view. Through social networking and online learning opportunities,
one’s ability to communicate with others successfully could be im-
proved. Last but not least, teachers can encourage students to make
a difference in the world by using active learning, authentic learning,
and language learning strategies. Strengthening global competency
should be a top priority if one of higher education’s goals is to equip
students for success in the real world (Fox, 2019).
Campus globalisation through programmes, courses, and learning

communities has grown but is still poorly understood. Higher educa-
tion academics are conducting research on global citizenship, but K-
12 needs more empirical research. The inability to generalise findings
across institutions is a result of a lack of study.The diversity of the stud-
ies under evaluation shows that there is no single strategy for fostering
global citizenship.Therefore, greater study of various nations and lan-
guages is required. As was previously mentioned, the covid-19 pan-
demic has had a significant impact on higher education. Future re-
searchmight look at how the pandemic has affected students’ develop-
ment of global citizenship or other initiatives run by higher education
institutions besides studying abroad. It is yet unknown how to study
the growth of global citizenship in the context of other programmes,
such as learning communities and university programmes (Massaro,
2022).

Conclusion/Future Work

The world we live in is undergoing tremendous change due to globali-
sation and technology. Studentswho are prepared for the current glob-
alised environment must have interethnic, intercultural, and interna-
tional understanding and be able to function as responsible, informed,
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and global citizens (Bartell, 2003). Therefore, as a key component of
their strategic goals for the twenty-first century, higher education in-
stitutions have stressed internationalisationmore andmore. Addition-
ally, in order for all students to succeed in a society that is interdepen-
dent on the entire world, educational and instructional leaders must
re-evaluate teachingmethods and curricula.
The cornerstone of international education is now global learning.

However, it is still unknownwhat global learning exactly is and how to
cultivate it. This chapter elaborates on the different concepts and def-
initions concerning global learning in higher education institutes.The
important reaction to globalisation by higher education institutions is
global learningbydeveloping the knowledge, skills, andattitudes (ksa)
of their learners about the outside world and about themselves in their
daily lives across local and global societies which is a crucial learning
consequence of full internationalisation of formal and informal curric-
ula to let students have internationalisation at home experience and
mind-set at their home universities.
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